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1 Introduction

In a petition, opinions of people are collected and processed. In paper-based
petitions the collection and processing takes a lot of time and effort. Elec-
tronic petition systems (e-Petition), however, offer several benefits with re-
spect to the paper-based petitions. e-Petitions enable users to sign petitions
anywhere at any time and now reach wider sections of society. Moreover,
automatic processing of opinions is faster and less error-prone.

On the other hand, electronic petition systems introduce new problems.
Some systems may return unreliable results as for instance a user may sign a
petition more than once. Other systems use personal information to prevent
multiple signing. However, these systems are not privacy friendly, which is
important in petitions where a political, religous, etc. opinion is expressed.

This paper presents PetAnon, a privacy-preserving petition system using
Idemix anonymous credentials. PetAnon combines good privacy properties
with reliable results.
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PetAnon allows petition organizers to provide potential signers with mul-
tiple choices. Today, many petitions only have one version: ’in favour’.
PetAnon allows to address only a subset of the population (e.g. all women
older than 30) and invites the signers to reveal some personal properties
such as gender and zip code. Hence, additional statistical information can
be collected by the petition organizer. However, this information does not
compromise the signer’s anonymity. Everyone can verify the correctness of
the petition and the petition signer can withdraw or change his vote.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the main tech-
nologies used. Section 3 presents the functional and threat model. Sections
4 and 5 discuss the protocols and give an evaluation. Section 6 generalises
a technique used in the protocols. Section 7 discusses the implementation
and we conclude with a summary and future work.

2 Technologies

This section discusses the basic technologies used in PetAnon, namely anony-
mous credentials, commitment schemes and provable one-way functions.

2.1 Anonymous Credentials in Idemix

Anonymous credentials [6, 2] allow anonymous yet accountable transactions
between users and organisations. Moreover, selective disclosure allows the
user to reveal only the information necessary for the purpose. One of the
anonymous credential systems currently being developed is Idemix [5, 4].
Except when identifiable attributes are revealed, multiple Idemix credential
shows are unlinkable.

The relevant functions for this paper are:

• U ⇆ I : cred← issueCred(attributes). Issuer I issues a credential to
U . The credential contains attributes, not necessarily known by I.

• U ⇆ V : proof← showCred(cred, properties){msg}. U proves to
verifier V possession of a valid credential cred. U can selectively reveal
credential attributes or properties thereof. U may decide to sign a
message msg with his credential, creating a provable link between the
proof and the message.
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2.2 Commitment schemes

A commitment scheme [13, 8] allows a party to commit to a value, while
keeping it secret. The commitment hides the value towards the verifier.
Later, the committer can decide to open the commitment, showing the actual
value to the verifier or prove properties of the committed value.

The following (simplified) methods are relevant in this paper:

• (comm, openInfo) ← commit(attribute). A new commitment con-
taining a single attribute is generated as well as the opening info re-
quired to prove properties about the commitment. The attribute and
openInfo are known to U.

• U → V : prove(properties, comm, openInfo). User U proves proper-
ties of the commitment to verifier V using the corresponding openInfo.

2.3 Provable one-way functions

We define a provable one-way function out ← f(in) as a one-way function
such that the party knowing in, can easily prove that he knows an in such
that out = f(in) in a zero-knowledge proof. Multiple arguments are possible.

3 Functional and Threat Model

This section first discusses the roles and interactions in PetAnon. We con-
tinue by summing up the assumptions and by presenting the attacker model
and conclude with the relevant e-Petition requirements.

3.1 Roles and Interactions

We distinguish a single, central registration service R, which could be a
government instance, a set of petition organizers {P1, P2, . . . , Pk} and a set
of users {U1, U2, . . . , Un}. Each U and P has an identifying certificate; certU
(the Belgian eID card in PetAnon), respectively certP . certU contains a user
identifier and personal attributes such as gender and zip code. A user may
possess multiple certU s as long as they all contain the same identifier

We now elaborate on the formal interface of the different (inter)actions.
The bold entities initiate the interaction by calling the method.

- P ⇆ R: (SKpet; certpet) ← registerPetition(certP , name, desc, period,
propsP , choices). A new petition must first be registered by P to R, result-
ing for P in a petition certificate certpet, which contains the petition’s name,
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description and validity period, the different vote options as well as some
cryptographic information (cfr. section 4). An organizer can restrict the
population of potential voters (based on voter’s properties) and/or can also
invite voters to prove additional properties for statistics about the voting
behavior (e.g. women vs. men). These properties are described in certpet,
which is made public. P can organize multiple petitions.

- U ⇆ R: credU ← registerVoter(certU ). U requests as a potential voter a
credU credential, which allows him to sign petitions. The credential will
include personal properties of U . These properties are either derived from
certU or from a database that can be linked to that user.

- U ⇆ P: (receipt; recordsign) ← signPetition(credU , certpet, choice, propsU ).
U signs one version (choice) of a petition specified by certpet using credU .
propsU specify the properties he must and is additionally willing to disclose.
Both choice and propsU are derived from certpet. Signing a petition results
in a new petition record recordsign that is made publicly available by P .
Each petition thus consists of petition records. U receives a receipt.

- results ← countPetition(certpet, recordsign[ ]). After retrieving the peti-
tion certificate and the petition records, the result can be computed. Only
valid records are taken into account.

- U: true/false ← verifyOwnVote(certpet, receipt, recordsign). After re-
trieving the petition’s certpet and U ’s vote record, U can verify whether his
vote is correctly stored and matches the receipt.

- U ⇆ O: withdrawSignature(credU , name, receipt.voteNr). During the vot-
ing period, when the user has second thoughts, he can withdraw (and later
possibly redo) his vote.

3.2 Security and Privacy assumptions

The following (non-trivial) assumptions are made.

• Secure connections. Connections preserve integrity and confiden-
tiality. U , P and R authenticate before starting an interaction, but
when U interacts with P (i.e. signPetition() and withdrawSignature()),
a different anonymous connection for each protocol execution guaran-
tees unlinkability of actions and U ’s anonymity at network level.

• User bound sign credentials. A sign credential is bound to one
U . In Idemix, sharing can be discouraged by including a valuable user
secret in the credential, or by requiring the cooperation of a smart
card.
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• Large anonymity set. A sufficiently large user set guarantees the
signer’s anonymity, even when personal properties are disclosed.

3.3 Attacker Model

We describe the attacker model against which PetAnon will be evaluated.
Attacks can be grouped in petition forgery or vote linking.

Petition forgery by a malicious U (1), P (2) or R (3), coercion (4) or
impersonation (5).

1. Malicious U . U signs the same petition multiple times by either obtaining
multiple sign credentials, or by hiding for P that his sign credential has
already been used.
2. Malicious P . P modifies, forges, or deletes records in a specific petition;
P moves records to another petition; P convinces U to sign another petition;
or P aborts the execution of the sign protocol.
3. Malicious R. A compromised R issues faked or modified sign credentials
or petition certificates and can revoke petition certificates. Malicious Us,
P s and R can collude.
4. Coercion. U is forced to express a particular opinion.
5. Impersonation. An entity fools P by performing the signPetition() or
withdrawSignature() method in the name of someone else; i.e. while not
possessing the corresponding sign credential.

Signature linking to the signer’s id (1) or to another signature (2).

1. To the signer’s id. A set of colluding entities can link a sign record to a
specific user.
2. To another signature. P can link votes of the same U on different
petitions to each other. Because each P can manage many petitions, there
is no difference with a set of colluding P s.

3.4 Requirements

Based on the interactions and the attack model, the PetAnon requirements
are discussed. They are grouped into security and privacy requirements.

Security requirements

S1 A user can sign a certain petition only once.
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S2 A petition can address only a subset of the potential signers; therefore,
the signer may be required to prove that he belongs to this subset.

S3 Each citizen must have the right to sign a petition if he belongs to the
targetted population, independent of his preferred voting choice.

S4 During the voting period, a user can revoke, and potentially change,
a prior vote.

S5 A user can verify the correct inclusion of his signature in the petition
database.

S6 No one is able to change, modify or delete petition records. Moreover,
everyone can verify the correctness of the petition results.

Privacy requirements

P2 Petition signatures cannot be linked to a user. Moreover, signatures
of the same user for different petitions cannot be linked.

P3 On request of the petition organizer, the user may or may not release
additional personal properties such as age interval and gender.

4 Protocol

The implementation of the methods in section 3 are discussed in more detail.

4.1 Register a petition

In registerPetition(), P provides R with the petition specification. The cryp-
tographic data is a unique provable one-way function y ← fpet(x1, x2), de-
termined by R, with two attributes. We implemented this function using
the discrete logarithm assumption: y ← gx1hx2 modn, where n and the de-
scription of the groups G and H are public parameters of R and thus the
same for each petition. For every petition two bases g ∈ G and h ∈ H are
chosen by R and included in certpet. Before issuing certpet, R needs to check
the uniqueness of the petition’s name.

4.2 Get a petition sign credential

In registerVoter(), U authenticates to R using his certU (step 1 of protocol
1.a), which reveals all the personal data contained in that certU , including
U ’s identifier idU and personal attributes.

Every citizen is only allowed to have one sign credential. This is first
checked by R. If the user did not register before (2a), the user generates
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a secure random number (2a.1), puts it in a commitment (2a.2), which is
sent to R, and proves that he knows the committed value (2a.3). U can
also prove other properties such as the length of the committed value to R.
R also generates a random value (2a.5). These two random values will be
used to prevent signing the same petition multiple times, as we will explain
later. The opening info of the commitment is encrypted using an integrity
preserving symmetric encryption scheme (2a.4) and a user secret (i.e. the
symmetric key). The resulting cipher c is sent to and stored by R.

U will need a new sign credential in case of loss or expiry of the previous
one. Then (2b), the two random values (one encrypted) are retrieved from
R’s storage and will be reused (2b.1). The user receives c from R and
decrypts it, resulting in the commitment opening info which is required for
issuance of a new credential.

Now, the sign credential can be issued (3). It contains the two random
values and a subset of the attributes (or properties thereof) that were ex-
tracted by R from certU or from a database that is linked to the user’s
identity. Note that R never gets hold of U ’s secure random number. The
user needs to have the opening info corresponding to the commitment during
the issuance protocol.

Finally, U stores the credential (3), and R the commitment, the second
random number, and U ’s identifier (4). This will allow R to check whether
a user already has been issued a sign credential and to issue new ones.

4.3 Signing a petition

In signPetition(), with the petition’s one-way function and the two random
values contained in the vote credential, U generates his petition specific
nym (1), and sends it to P , together with the description of the personal
properties propsU U will reveal and his vote choice (2).

The interactive Idemix show protocol is executed (3): U proves the se-
lected properties, as well as that the petition specific nym for that user is
correctly formed based on the random values contained in the credential.
Also the user’s vote choice is signed anonymously, together with a times-
tamp whose necessity will be explained later.

If the owner of the nym has not yet signed the petition (4), the protocol
continues by generating a vote number. This is a reference to the petition
record that is being generated and is the previous vote number incremented
by 1. The vote number, the hash of the proof and the U ’s nym are signed
with the petition secret key and stored by P together with that signature.
The resulting record is made public. The signature is sent to and stored by
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U , together with the vote number and the hash of the proof. This signed
triplet is in fact U ’s receipt.

4.4 Withdrawing a signature.

In withdrawSignature(), U proves to P ownership of the correspond-
ing petition specific nym and thereby signs a message, stating that he
wants to withdraw his vote: U ⇆ O: withdrawProof← showCred(credU ,
nym credU ){“withdraw: “ + voteNr+ “,“ + timestamp}. Steps 6-8 in pro-
tocol 1.b do not change (only ”withdrawProof“ replaces ”proof“). Thus,
a record, stating that the U withdrew his vote, is generated, replaces the
previous proof and is made public.

4.5 Counting the petition results.

countPetition() consists of verifying for each record the proof and the respec-
tive signature (with P ’s certpet).

4.6 Verifying your vote.

verifyOwnVote() can be done by U after having retrieved his record which
was signed by P and whose voteNr is also included in U ’s receipt.

Notes. Credentials can be revoked, but no implementation supports this
at the moment. This could be useful in case U ’s credUwas stolen. Short
validity periodes for credUcredentials can be chosen to alleviate this.

U could add comments to his petition signature by adding them to the
data that is anonymously signed in step 3 of protocol 1.b.

5 Evaluation

The evalution of the protocols discussed in the previous section will be given,
based on the requirements and attacker model in section 3.

S1. For each petition, U can only be known under a single nym, even
when U requests a new vote credential. If that nym is already included in a
petition record, the vote is cancelled by P . If P fails to do this, this abuse
can be detected by anyone verifying the petition.
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Table 1: Protocols for PetAnon
(1.a) Retrieving an anonymous credential

(1) U → R : authenticate(certU )
(2a) R : if (!hasValidCred(certU .Id))
(2a.1) U : secureRand ← genSecureRand()
(2a.2) U : (comm, openInfo) ← commit(secureRand)
(2a.3) U → R : comm, prove({secureRand | comm ==

commit(secureRand)}, comm, openInfo)
(2a.4) U → R : c ← enc(userSecret, openInfo)
(2a.5) R : randR← genRand()
(2b) R : else
(2b.1) R : (comm, randR, c) ← retrieveCredInfo(certU .Id)
(2b.2) U ← R : c, comm
(2b.3) U : openInfo ← dec(userSecret, c)
(3) U ⇆ R : credU ← issueCred(comm.secureRand, randR,

subset(certU .attributes))
(4) R : store(certU .Id, comm, randR, c)
(5) U : store(credU )

(1.b) Signing a petition

(1) U : nym ← certpet.fpet(credU .secureRand, credU .randR)
(2) U → P : nym, propsU , choice
(3) U ⇆ P : proof ← showCred(cred, propsU && nym ∽ cred){choice,

timestamp}
(4) P : if (petitionSigned(nym)) abort()
(5) U ← P : voteNr ← getVoteNr()
(6) U ← P : sigvote ← Sig(SKpet, (voteNr, Hash(proof), nym))
(7) P : publish(voteNr, nym, proof , sigvote)
(8) U : store(sigvote, Hash(proof), voteNr)

S2, P3. U will need to prove certain personal properties (if the voter’s set
is restricted); he may or may not disclose additional properties.

S3. P is always able to prevent the completion of the signPetition() (or
withdrawSignature()) protocol. Although this abuse is hard to prove, it is
very noticeable and will result in loss of trust in that P .

Secondly, we must guarantee that no two U ’s possess the same nym
(which would also compromise S6). The nym for a specific petition is cal-
culated as nym← fpet(secureRand, randR), where secureRand should be
randomly chosen by the user. It is infeasible to proof in zero-knowledge
that this value was indeed randomly chosen and not already chosen by an-
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other U . Therefore, R also chooses a random value randR. If both values
are used as input for fpet, and sufficiently large, the probability that the
same nym is generated for different users is neglectable.

S4. Only U , i.e. the owner of the nym included in the vote record, can
generate a new proof in which he proves possession of that nym and states
that he withdrew this vote (cfr. withdrawSignature()). Newer proves should
replace older ones (cfr. timestamp), allowing U to withdraw or change his
vote as many times as he wants.

S5. U can detect and prove whether his vote was modified or deleted based
on the receipt signed by P .

S6. The publicly available records can be verified by anyone. To change
a vote or the corresponding properties, the proof must be modified, which
can only be done by the owner of the corresponding nym that is also in-
cluded in the record. If U executed multiple times signPetition() and/or
withdrawSignature(), P has several valid records w.r.t. a specific nym and
can simply choose which one to publish. Therefore, timestamps are included
in the proofs (and thus also in the receipts and records). If P does not pub-
lish the most recent record, U can prove this with a more recent receipt.
Alas, this type of abuse cannot be detected by other parties.

The voteNr is incremented for each new signature; P can thus only
delete the most recent votes, which can be quite visible and which is always
provable by the record owner.

If an entity tries to add forged votes, it must be able to generate mul-
tiple nyms, which is only possible if a compromised R issues multiple sign
credentials to the same entity. R must thus be trusted not to do this.

If an external attacker wants to delete a vote, he must perform the
withdrawSignature(). Therefore, he must proof possession of the correspond-
ing nym, which is infeasible.

P is unable to use a vote for one petition for another petition as the
nyms used in the proofs are petition specific.

U can be coerced; the receipt can be used by U as a proof for the coercer.
The latter will then know voteNr, allowing him to detect a vote change by
that U . Although this attack cannot be prevented, it will be very hard for a
coercer to have a real impact on the petition. If the coercion only happens
for a short time, U can change his vote afterwards.
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In conclusion, P can delete records, or replace them by older vote records
owned by that same user, but this is very visible and even provable by the
user who casted the vote. Coercion or vote buying cannot be prevented,
which makes PetAnon unsuitable for eVoting.

P1. If no identifying attributes are revealed, U remains anonymous to P
(Idemix property). Moreover, privacy is preserved in case of collusion of R
and P as one of the two values needed to calculate the nym is only known
to U . Evidently, R can know a lot about U .

P2. To sign a petition, U authenticates anonymously. Besides some sta-
tistically interesting data such as gender, only a nym is revealed. This nym
is different for each petition. Based on the properties of secure one-way
provable functions, it is impossible to link two nyms of the same user, even
if the petitions are organized by the same P .

6 Generalization of the Nym Construction.

In the PetAnon system, a different, certified, provable one-way function is
issued for each petition and each sign credential contains two sufficiently
large random values, wherof one unknown to R. This offers a means for un-
linkability of petition signatures of the same U for different petitions on the
one hand, and unlinkability of the petition’s signature and the real user’s id,
which is known to R. These two types of unlinkability are computationally
secure, even if all the involved parties (excluding U) collude.

This construction can generalized. It allows service providers to limit
per service usage by the same user, while the usage by that user of the
different services cannot be linked and while the user is also ensured that he
will remain anonymous. This holds even if the credential issuer and (all) the
service provider(s) are the same entity or collude. If each service can have
a set of n one-way functions, U can, by simply selecting an unused one-way
function, access the service maximum n times without enabling the service
provider to link the different visits.

The anonymity can be made conditional by introducing in the credential
a user identifier. When the credential is shown, a verifiable encryption of
that identifier is generated and sent to the service provider. The ’verifiabil-
ity’ property allows the user to prove that the encrypted content equals the
identifier in the credential and that a third (e.g. legal) party can decrypt it.
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7 Implementation

7.1 General set-up

The prototype consists of two applets and two server systems. The first
applet is used to obtain a new credential, the second to vote and to verify.
PetAnon uses the Belgian eID card to authenticate with the registration
server and to retrieve identity information of the owner. However, other
technologies could be used. The personal attributes embedded in the cre-
dential in our test environment were age, zip code and gender.

7.2 XML Descriptions

Three PetAnon specific types of XML descriptions were defined. P first
composes a (quite straightforward) petition description, which contains the
petition name, extended textual description, validity period, vote options
and the personal properties that may or must be shown by U to P (defines
e.g. the age intervals), as well as the voting options. This XML description
is provided by P to R when registering a petition and its hash is included in
the X.509 certpet certificate to prevent modification and is also published.
U has an auto-generated credential description, describing the values in his
credU . Together with the petition description and with help of U , the exact
properties that will be released to P are determined, as well as U ’s vote
choice and is put in a dynamcially generated show description.

To show an Idemix credential, an Idemix specific XML description must
be generated at the user’s side, based on the show description, that also
proves the correcness of the nym. This description is sent to P before the
Idemix show protocol can be performed.

7.3 Performance

Computational efficiency. Table 2 shows the computational performance,
based on a 1.87 GHz processor for a petition where U ’s age interval and gen-
der are revealed, while hiding his zip code. P can thus handle 206 2048 bit
signatures per hour, which is also the speed at which a U can verify the
correctness of the petition. For a petition with 10,000 signers, verification
lasts thus more than 14 hours. P is able to process about 3270 1024 bit
signatures per hour and the petition can be verified at the same rate.

Especially the greater and smaller than relations (used for interval prov-
ing) are very heavy. Signing a petition and revealing your exact age and
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1024 bit 2048 bit

I or P U Total I or P U Total

Retrieving sign cred 0.6s 0.5s 1.1s 1.7s 1.7s 3.4s
Signing a petition 1.1s 1.1s 2.2s 5.1s 5.4s 10.5s
Record verification - 1.1s 1.1s - 5.1s 5.1s
Checking own vote N/A 1.1s 1.1s N/A 5.1s 5.1s
Withdraw vote 1.1s 1.1s 2.2s 5.1s 5.4s 10.5s

Table 2: Illustration of the computational performance of the PetAnon sys-
tem on an Intel(R) Core(TM) CPU T5600 @ 1,83GHz for 1024 bit and 2048
bit keys for classical signature and Idemix

1024 bits 2048 bits

Raw Idemix proof 5.3KB 9KB
XML show description 1.0-2.0KB 1.0-2.0KB
Nym 128 byte 256 byte
Classical signature 128 byte 256 byte
Vote choice < 256 byte < 256 byte

Table 3: Record storage cost in the PetAnon system.

gender only lasts about 1.7s (1.0s by U , 0.7s by P ) for 1024 bit security and
is reduced to 0.4s (0.2s by U and 0.2s by P ) for 2048 bit security.

In reality, servers will have more powerful processors; e.g. 2GHz quad
core, which is a combined 8GHz, thus seriously increasing the capacity of
the issuer and petition organizers. Parallelism and more efficient Idemix im-
plementations can reduce the overal protocol execution time. Tests showed
that 88.5% of the computational cost of the Idemix show protocols (for 2048
bit security) comes from modulo operations on big numbers. More efficient
(e.g. hardware) implementations can seriously enhance this.

Storage efficiency. Table 3 illustrates for the same petition the sizes
of the data in a record, which thus requires about 11-12KB or 7-8KB for
1024, respectively 2048 bit security, i.e. 110MB or 70MB for 10,000 votes.
More concise XML notations and Idemix proofs can reduce this. Simpler
requirements result in smaller proofs; when only one’s age and gender are
revealed, the raw Idemix proofs are reduced to 1.0 till 1.3KB.

Summary. The feasibility of PetAnon will highly depend upon the com-
plexity of the revealed properties and on the latency caused by the underly-
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ing mix network. The final version of this paper will present more elaborate
measurements taking into account connection and authentication costs.

8 Related Work

The main difference with voting protocols ([1], [7], [10], . . . ) is the voting be-
havior repudiability requirement, which is less relevant in petition systems.
Less attention has been devoted to e-Petition systems.

Scotland has experimented with e-Petitions. In [9], the government dis-
tributed (login,PIN) tuples to schools, which in turn distributed these to
their pupils. [11] says about a second system: “[...] manual moderation of
signatures [. . . ] has been preferred.”. These systems clearly do not suffice.

Recently, another e-Petition based on the Belgian eID card and Idemix
was developed [3], but nor a description of the underlying protocols, nor a
thorough evalutation was provided.

An Idemix based anonymous reviewing system [12] has similar require-
ments: a reviewer can anonymously review a paper, but only once. How-
ever, after each review, the reviewer’s credential must be replaced, making
the construction less efficient and flexible.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

The Idemix based anonymous petition system PetAnon was proposed. The
Belgian eID card, that is in casu not privacy friendly was used as a bootstrap.
We showed that it is possible to offer anonymity combined with reliable re-
sults for e-Petitions while at the same time, PetAnon is much more versatile
than other petition systems. A prototype was developed and revealed that
it can be quite demanding w.r.t. computation and storage.

We showed how unlinkability of a signature with other signatures of that
user, as well with the user’s identity can be guaranteed, while the user can
only vote once. This construction was extended and generalized.

Integration of Idemix credentials on (eID) smart cards would make the
registration phase superfluous. Therefore, Idemix efficiency improvements
will likely be necessary. Measurements using mix-networks are required.
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